FISHING REEL OIL
10690 | 1 OZ.
Lucas Fishing Reel Oil is a special blend of oils
and additives specifically designed to lubricate
all moving parts in fresh water and salt water
fishing reels. This product provides protection
against rust and corrosion even under the most
adverse conditions. The new leak proof onedrop applicator allows just the right amount of
lubricant to be applied in hard to reach areas.

MARINE GREASE
10320 | 14 OZ. NET
10682 | 3 OZ. NET
11148 | 16 OZ. NET
Lucas Marine Grease is a premium grease of the
overbased calcium sulfonate type with inherently
superior corrosion resistance, resistance to water
washout, mechanical stability and extreme pressure
lubrication. Due to these properties, it is ideally
suited for marine applications where these important
properties are intrinsic to the grease and not the
result of fortification with additives. Additionally,
Lucas Marine Grease has excellent load-carrying
capacity and resistance to oxidation. It contains
no heavy metals (e.g. lead, arsenic or antimony) or
other environmentally harmful additives such as
phosphorus, chlorine or zinc. Lucas Marine Grease
meets NLGI Certification GC-LB. Not recommended
for centralized dispensing systems requiring NLGI
consistency number of 1 or less.
WARNING: This product can expose you to naphthalene,
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For
more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

MARINE FUEL TREATMENT
10150 | 16 OZ.
10981 | 1 QT.
10177 | 1 GALLON
Lucas Marine Fuel Treatment is designed
specifically to address the issues watercraft owners experience with their engines and fuel systems. Lucas Marine Fuel
Treatment fights corrosion, keeps fuel
lines, carburetors or fuel injectors clean
and free of deposits while lubricating and
protecting vital engine parts. Powerful
detergents, including polyether amines,
improve cleanliness in the fuel system
and internal engine parts. It’s designed for
gasoline and diesel engines, 4-stroke or
2-stroke. Upper cylinder lubricants insure
smooth operation and longer engine life.

MARINE GEAR OIL M8
10652 SYNTHETIC SAE 75W-90 | 1 QT.
11153 SAE 80W-90 | 1 QT.
Lucas M8 Marine Gear Oils are
non-foaming, super-slick, longlasting lubricants designed for
marine applications. Excellent
for use in stern drives, v-drives,
gear boxes, trailer wheel
bearings and superchargers.
Meet or exceed API GL-5
performance requirements.

MARINE ATF TYPE FA
Pure Synthetic
10651 | 1 QT.
Lucas Marine ATF Type FA is a blend
of high quality synthetic base oils and
a specific Lucas additive package.
It is a long lasting product designed
for use in high performance boat
transmission calling for Ford ESWM2C33-F.

MARINE ENGINE OIL
10653
10810
10654
10811

SAE 20W-50 | 1 QT.
SAE 20W-50 | 5 QT.
SEMI-SYN SAE 20W-50 | 1 QT.
SEMI-SYN SAE 20W-50 | 5 QT.

Lucas Marine Engine Oils are
produced with the highest quality
base oils and an exclusive Lucas
high performance additive package
that assures maximum protection
under the most extreme operating
conditions. They are compatible with
both synthetic and non-synthetic oils
and can be used with methanol and
other racing fuels. These oils are long
lasting and designed to cling to metal
parts during long-term storage to
protect from harmful dry starts.

4-STROKE MARINE ENGINE OIL
10677 SAE 25W-40 | 1 QT.
10814 SAE 25W-40 | 5 QT.
Lucas 4-Stroke Marine Engine Oil is
designed to improve wear protection
and increase catalyst life in newer
engines using catalytic converters.
Meets or exceeds NMMA® FC-W
(CAT) performance. It is fortified with
a special blend of synthetic additives
that coat all moving parts to guard
against rust, corrosion and moisture
during long periods of storage.
Meets industry standard API SM
(automotive). Can be used in 4-stroke
applications, inboards and outboards.

MARINE DIESEL ENGINE OILS
10991 SAE 15W-40 | 1 GAL.
10992 SYN SAE 15W-40 | 1 GAL.
Lucas Oil Marine Diesel Engine
Oils resist oxidation and thermal
breakdown for total protection
in new and older marine engines. They provide increased
lubricity, lower oil temperature,
reduce engine noise, increase oil
pressure and reduce soot levels.
Suitable for use in gasoline and
diesel powered engines. Meets/
Exceeds API CK-4, CT-4, CI-4.

OUTBOARD ENGINE OIL
Catalyst Compatible
10661
10662
10812
10813

SYN SAE 10W-30 | 1 QT.
SYN SAE 10W-40 | 1 QT.
SYN SAE 10W-30 | 5 QT.
SYN SAE 10W-40 | 5 QT.

Lucas Synthetic Outboard Engine
Oils are formulated especially
for the harsh conditions of highspeed watercraft. These oils are
catalyst compatible but work well
in any four-stroke application,
inboard, outboard, or personal
watercraft. They are long lasting
and fortified with a special blend
of synthetic additives that coat
all moving parts to guard against
rust and moisture during long
periods of storage. Meets industry
standard API SM (automotive)
as well as JASO MA standards
for air-cooled motorcycles and
all-terrain vehicles. NMMA®
Certified to meet or exceed FC-W
(CAT) performance.

MARINE 2-CYCLE OIL
Synthetic Blend Marine 2-Cycle Oil TC-W3®
10860 | 1 QT.
10861 | 1 GALLON

Full Synthetic Marine 2-Cycle Oil
11149 | 1 GALLON
Lucas Marine 2-Cycle Oils
are specifically formulated
to address the performance
requirements of watercooled 2-cycle outboards
and personal watercraft.
They are fortified with
a unique Lucas additive
chemistry and an ashless
detergent inhibitor package
to minimize spark plug
fouling, pre-ignition, and
ring sticking. Mix ratio is
50:1 and is recommended
for use in pre-mix or direct
injection systems.

Protection For Whatever
You Drive.
HEAVY DUTY OIL STABILIZER
10001 | 1 QT.
10002 | 1 GALLON
Lucas Heavy Duty Oil Stabilizer is the
#1 heavy duty and high performance oil
supplement in the World. It eliminates dry
starts and resists thermal breakdown for
total protection in new engines. It stops
smoking, knocking and oil consumption in
worn engines. It raises oil pressure, adds
lubricity, lowers oil temperatures and stops
leaks. It also extends oil life by at least
50%. Use it in any manual transmission
or differential to stop wear, leaks, heat,
noise and hard shifting. This product safely
blends with all petroleum products, even
synthetics. Lucas Heavy Duty Oil Stabilizer
will not void new car warranties.

HEAVY DUTY CK-4 MOTOR OILS
10287 SAE 15W-40 CK-4 | 1 GALLON
11247 SYNTHETIC SAE 15W-40 CK-4 | 1 GALLON
10282 SYNTHETIC BLEND SAE 10W-30 CK-4 | 1 GALLON
Heavy Duty CK-4 Motor Oils
are blended with high quality
API Group II and Group III
base oils and a cutting-edge
additive package providing
the robust performance
required by modern diesel
engines. Much improved
oxidation resistance means
these oils last longer and
protect engines better than
other heavy duty motor oils.

2-CYCLE LAND & SEA
Semi-Synthetic TC-W3®
10467 | 1 QT.
10557 | 1 GALLON
Lucas 2-Cycle Land & Sea was specifically
formulated to address the performance
requirements of water-cooled outboards
and personal watercraft. It is fortified with
a unique Lucas additive chemistry and
an ashless detergent inhibitor package to
minimize spark plug fouling, pre-ignition,
and ring sticking. It also has applications
in motorcycles requiring API TC oils,
chain saws, snowmobiles, golf carts and
lawn mowers. Mix ratio is 50:1 and is
recommended for use in pre-mix or direct
injection systems. NMMA® Certified. Not
recommended for use in air-cooled 2 cycle
applications requiring JASO FC, FD oils.

MAGNUM CI-4 MOTOR OIL
SAE 15W-40
10075 | 1 QT.
10076 | 1 GALLON
Lucas Magnum SAE 15W-40 oil was
designed to last up to twice as long as plain
15W-40 oils! It holds much more soot in
suspension than conventional 15W-40 oils.
You can expect less oil consumption and
higher oil pressure. It guarantees a cool,
quiet performance with extended drain
intervals, longer engine life and no dry
starts. It is also the perfect lubricant for hard
working hydro-stat transmissions.

UPPER CYLINDER LUBRICANT
10020 | 5.25 OZ.
10003 | 1 QT.
10013 | 1 GALLON
Lucas Upper Cylinder Lubricant Fuel Treatment
is formulated for gasoline and diesel engines.
It contains no harmful solvents or alcohol. This
product is a blend of heat resistant, super slick
oils and additives with a high detergent action
that cleans and lubricates the fuel system. It also
causes the fuel to burn more efficiently for greater
fuel economy and fewer emissions. It negates
the harmful effects of “reformulated gasoline”
especially in older automobiles and 2-cycle
engines. Use in diesel engines to neutralize the
harmful effects of ultra low sulfur diesel fuel. This
product WILL raise MPG.

SAFEGUARD™ ETHANOL
10929 | 2 OZ.
10670 | 5.25 OZ.
10576 | 16 OZ.
Lucas Ethanol Safeguard™ was specially
developed to prevent corrosion and degradation
in ethanol based fuels caused by fuel separation.
It also protects your motor oil from the harmful
side effects of alcohol combustion. It can be used
in E-10, E-15, E-85, pure alcohol or any alcohol
gasoline combination, even pure gasoline. For
use in 2-stroke and 4-stroke engines.
WARNING: This product can expose you to ethylbenzene,
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For
more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

OCTANE BOOSTER
10725 | 2 OZ.
10026 | 15 OZ.
Lucas Octane Booster is a genuine performance
enhancer! It has been tested and proven to
deliver at least three times more boost than most
other brands. It is suitable for use in fuel injected,
carbureted, throttle body and rotary engines. It’s
safe for turbos, oxygen sensors and catalytic
converters. Stops knocks, and raises MPG in high
compression engines.
WARNING: This product can expose you to naphthalene,
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For
more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

DIESEL DEEP CLEAN™
10872 | 16 OZ.
10873 | 64 OZ.
Lucas Diesel Deep Clean™ is a new Lucas
technology developed to reduce the cost and
hassle of particulate filter maintenance. It is an
excellent preventative maintenance product.
It causes the fuel to burn much cleaner, thus
eliminating a lot of particulate matter that
would otherwise go into the exhaust system
causing “regens.” It also cleans out much of
the matter already trapped in the filter. This
eliminates exhaust back pressure allowing
the engine to run easier and cooler as well
as lowering the aggravation and down time
associated with particulate filters.

FUEL STABILIZER
10314 | 8 OZ.
10302 | 16 OZ.
10303 | 1 QT.
Lucas Fuel Stabilizer is the best solution to
prevent gasoline breakdown during storage. It
cleans, lubricates, and maintains fuel pumps,
carburetors, fuel injectors and compression
rings. Safe to use in all grades of gasoline
and in all 2 and 4 cycle engines. Easy to use!
Application rate, 1 oz. treats 2.5 gallons. A
MUST for winter storage.
WARNING: This product can expose you to naphthalene,
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For
more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

POWER STEERING FLUID
WITH CONDITIONERS
10442 | 16 OZ.
Lucas Power Steering Fluid with Conditioners is
formulated with the highest quality synthetic base
oils and unique Lucas additive chemistry to prevent
power steering leaks, provide smooth operation and
eliminate squealing. This product is compatible with
both synthetic and conventional power steering
fluids and provides excellent performance in both
domestic and foreign vehicles including Hondas. It
can be used to top off or as a complete change out
and has excellent cold temperature properties.
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including toluene,
which is known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other
reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

ENGINE OIL STOP LEAK
10278 | 1 QT.
10279 | 1 GALLON
Lucas Engine Oil Stop Leak is a unique
formulation of Lucas additives and base
stocks designed to stop leaks in engines.
It is also an exceptional additive for worn
and older engines, reducing engine noise
and oil consumption while raising oil
pressure. It contains no harmful solvents
and can actually extend engine oil life by
50% or more.

POWER STEERING STOP LEAK
10008 | 12 OZ.
10011 | 1 QT.
Lucas Power Steering Stop Leak is also
effective at removing hard spots and tightness
in worn rack and pinions and the noisy
whine in some Ford pumps. To correct these
problems empty the reservoir and refill it with
Lucas Power Steering Stop Leak (usually 12
oz.) Compatible with all power steering fluids.
Contains no harmful solvents.

COMPLETE ENGINE TREATMENT
10016 | 16 OZ.
Lucas Complete Engine Treatment is
a unique formulation that cleans and
lubricates multiple systems in your vehicle.
When added to fuel, it cleans and lubricates
all components from the fuel tank to the
cylinders. It removes deposits, protects
against corrosion and helps the fuel to
burn more completely, which helps to lower
emissions, improves fuel mileage and
increases power. When added to your oil,
Lucas Complete Engine Treatment cleans
your engine and forms a protective barrier
against heat and friction, improves oil flow
in cold weather and extends oil life. FOR ALL
ENGINES AND OIL TYPES.

ATTENTION: Do not use any Slick Mist® products on floors,
vehicle controls (pedals, grips, steering wheels) motorcycle seats
or tire treads, bicycle seats or tire treads, brake drums and any
other surface where slipperiness may be hazardous. SHAKE WELL.

MARINE SLICK MIST® SPEED WAX
10980 | 24 OZ.
Slick Mist® Marine Speed Wax is a fast and
easy wax that is great for shining boats,
cars, motorcycles, ATV’s, trucks, and
airplanes. Use Slick Mist as a traditional
wax, quick detail spray or spray it on your
boat between rinsing and drying for the
easiest polish job ever. Just spray it on a
wet or dry surface and wipe it off. Slick
Mist® out performs the competition and
will leave your finish slicker and shinier
than any product on the market, with long
lasting protection. Great at removing hard
water deposits and is ideal in saltwater
and fresh water applications.

SLICK MIST® TIRE & TRIM SHINE
10513 | 24 OZ.
Slick Mist® Tire & Trim Shine is a water
based, pH neutral product that restores
tires, bumpers and trim to look like new.
It can be used on rubber, plastic, leather
and vinyl. This unique formula is applied
easily and does not leave a heavy oil
residue. It contains UV additives to prevent
fading caused by direct sunlight and has a
pleasant citrus smell.

SLICK MIST® INTERIOR DETAILER
10514 | 24 OZ.
Slick Mist® Interior Detailer is a water
based, pH neutral product that restores
interiors to look like new. It can be used
on rubber, plastic, leather and vinyl. This
unique formula is applied easily and does
not leave a heavy oil residue. It contains
UV additives to prevent cracking and
fading caused by direct sunlight and has
a pleasant bubble gum smell.

METAL POLISH
10155 | 16 OZ.
Lucas Metal Polish cleans, polishes and
protects aluminum and other metals
including chrome, magnesium, stainless
steel, silver, brass and gold. It gives a
deep shine and maximum luster with
little effort. This fast acting metal polish is
simple to use and is safe on all metals. It
contains no acid or ammonia.

See the new Lucas Oil
Outdoor Line of gun
cleaning and lubricants at
LucasOilOutdoor.com
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